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The vision
Forum Young System is a movement 
of sharing between generations that 
creates networking and opportunities 
between the Young population (19>25 
year-olds) and the outstanding elements 
of territories. Born with a contemporary 
attitude, Forum Young System’s formats 
provide an evolving platform, both on 
and offline, innovative and impactful.

The goals
To inspire and to create real links.
To dialogue and to build, involving skills 
and expertise. To integrate the projects’ 
and work’s assets and perspectives. 
To build the economy of tomorrow.

The strategy
After launching (2019) the first 
innovative event of a confrontation 
with more than 330 young participants 
and 33 high-profile speakers.
After the experiences (2020 and 2021) 
of a territorial (Young Tables) and 
thematic roadmap (Young Schools).
Now (2022) Forum Young System 
creates Young Campus.
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The faces of Forum Young System



Forum Young System’s brands

What is it
The new format for encounter and 
confrontation by Forum Young

Enhancing the dialogue with concrete 
opportunities for work and personal 
and professional development, it 
combines the strength of physical 
presence – from the location to the 
participation – with digital synergies.

How does it work

Young campus takes place 
in valued locations.

It shares experiences and 
questions, to facilitate 
the sharing, answers, 
professional opportunities.

An open confrontation, both 
online streaming and offline, 
with a broadcasting direction. 

It connects mentors, real 
opportunities for networking 
and professional occasions. 

It involves the presence of an 
attractive “super guest”.

Young 
campus

Why participate

For philanthropy, vision 
towards the future, interest in 
the Young generations.

To share what you achieved in 
your personal and professional 
experiences and to make it grow.

To listen and dialogue.

To meet and come to know seniors 
and youths of high level.

To gain concrete links for networking 
and real opportunities for cooperation.

By invitation or prior registration.
Documents, information and link pre and post-event.



Forum Young System was born from a synergy 
between Pleiadi International e Gerebros.

Professionals, entrepreneurs, companies and brands that believe in the 
project joined them later on. These companies, societies and enlightened 
administrators, are the pillars that support the movement to create the 
future economy. To each confirmation of support, Forum Young designs 
a dedicated marketing and communication plan, by customizing the 
best return of investments, with the strength of more than 1,600 youth 
and 250 brands and speakers that have been profiled in these years.
Investments to create opportunities, networking and to facilitate 
the creation of newcos, research and innovation. Investments 
that look at the future, from an ESG perspective.

The supporting partners

Synergies
Forum Young System is open and supported
by “good” projects with ethics and values.

Università Bicocca
Project Your 
Vision 2021

Ashoka
A GenC project

We Make Future
The Greatest Festival
on Innovation

Young Leaders 
Association  

Together we become stronger 
for our shared goals.

For this reason,
Forum Young’s editorial 
staff is attentive and 
open to cooperation.

Thanks to this attitude we 
can count on patronages, 
essential for our events. 

Nel network FYS

Forum Young 
ambassadors
They are the Young Group that 
took part in Forum Young’s events 
2019>2021, becoming a pillar. 

Active, participative, multipliers 
for ideas and inclusion.

Students, researchers, startuppers, 
young and small-business owners: 
the mix is (luckily) vast and rich. 

This is why their ideas, their 
opinions and the sharing with 
them are essential parts in 
planning Forum Young System and 
guarantee the project’s affinity to 
its main target: the Young Gen.



Forum Young System’s numbers

subscribing
young people 1600

minutes of talk, 
dialogue and video +3000

2021
4 topics

Overcoming the borders
Curiosità | Movement | 

Contact | Concentration

2022
3 young campus

To do
Internationalization | 
Financial education |

Benefit planning

4 topics

2019

How to build the future: 
To study | To innovate | 

To share | To do

2020
4 topics

The Young visions
Creativity | Food | 

Science | Responsibility

12newcos and new 
projects

audits
and trend maps 30 + 30 video questions

and testimonials+50

250 companies active
in the project

Since 2019, each year the dialogue has been developing through 
4 topics, including hundreds of youth and high-profile speakers. It 
became concrete through the Young Tables (focused on Florence, 

Trieste, Turin, Bologna, …) and Young School (focused on art, 
food, future people,…). Now Young Campus goes international, 
opening up to other territories and new, contemporary topics.

300 speaker and video 
contributions 

+ 100 social media campaigns, 
stories and press releases



A rich repository of testimonials,
impulses, stories

Focus on Italian
and international areas

of new ideas
and entrepreneurship

Forum Young System’s tools

Periodical surveys about the most 
interesting topics 

A collective recap
of the year

A concrete reply
to the urges

Focus on specific topics,
all-around

YOUNG
campus
interactive 
tables for 
confrontation 

YOUNG
tables

YOUNG 
observatory
the data about the new generations 

YOUNG
media
online video interactions
and multimedia testimonies 

YOUNG
school
to make 
economy with 
your passions 

FORUM
YOUNG
talk
the scenery 
of the future 
in the annual 
synthesis

Who takes part or supports the project can interact in the different formats 
and media: from the Observatory to the topics, from networking to training…
The main focus is the young population 19>29 years old.

It’s possible to take part as a speaker, testimonial, inspiration, supporter, 
young and super young, initiator of projects or ideas, sharing research groups 
or asking for support in the research for opportunities.
Write to us: info@forumyoung.it

the 
networking 
arising from 
the territory 
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